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Abstract
A ipturn is an operation that transforms a nononvex simple polygon into another simple
polygon, by rotating a onavity 180 degrees around the midpoint of its bounding onvex hull
edge. Joss and Shannon proved in 1973 that a sequene of ipturns eventually transforms any
simple polygon into a onvex polygon. This paper desribes several new results about suh
ipturn sequenes. We show that any orthogonal polygon is onvexied after at most n − 5
arbitrary ipturns, or at most ⌊5(n− 4)/6⌋ well-hosen ipturns, improving the previously best
upper bound of (n−1)!/2. We also show that any simple polygon an be onvexied by at most
n2 − 4n + 1 ipturns, generalizing earlier results of Ahn et al. These bounds depend ritially
on how degenerate ases are handled; we arefully explore several possibilities. We desribe how
to maintain both a simple polygon and its onvex hull in O(log4 n) time per ipturn, using a
data struture of size O(n). We show that although ipturn sequenes for the same polygon
an have signiantly dierent lengths, the shape and position of the nal onvex polygon is
the same for all sequenes and an be omputed in O(n logn) time. Finally, we demonstrate
that nding the longest onvexifying ipturn sequene of a simple polygon is NP-hard.
∗
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1 Introduction
A entral problem in polymer physis and moleular biology is the reonguration of large moleules
(modeled as polygons) suh as irular DNA [12℄. Most of the researh in this area involves
omputer-intensive Monte-Carlo simulations. To simplify these simulations they are usually re-
strited to the integer latties ZZ2 and ZZ3, although some work has also been done on the FCC
lattie [21℄. Like the related algorithmi robotis researh on linkages, the problems of interest
to physiists and biologists involve losed simple polygons [8℄, open simple polygonal hains [18℄
and simple polygonal trees [11℄, i.e., polygons, hains, and trees that do not interset themselves;
hene the term self-avoiding walks for the ase of polygons and hains. Generating a random
self-avoiding walk from srath is diÆult, espeially if it must return to its starting point as in
the ase of polygons. The waiting time is too long due to attrition; if a random walk rosses itself
at any point other than its starting point, it must be disarded and a new walk started. Therefore
an eÆient method frequently used to generate random hains or polygons is to modify one suh
objet into another using a simple operation alled a pivot. Unlike the work in linkages, however,
here we do not are if intersetions happen during the pivot as long as when the pivot is omplete
we end up with a simple polygon or hain. In other words, pivots are seen as instantaneous om-
binatorial hanges, not ontinuous proesses. In general the pivots used are seleted from a large
variety of transformations suh as reetions, rotations, or `ut and paste' operations on ertain
subhains. We refer the reader to a multitude of suh problems and results in [16℄. For example,
Madras and Sokal [17℄ have shown that for all d ≥ 2, every simple lattie polygonal hain with n
edges in ZZd an be straightened by some sequene of at most 2n − 1 suitable pivots while main-
taining simpliity after eah pivot. The pivots used here are either reetions through oordinate
hyperplanes or rotations by right angles.
In order to prove the ergodiity of their self-avoiding walks, polymer physiists are interested in
onvexifying polygons (and straightening open polygonal hains). If a polygon an be transformed
to some anonial onvex onguration, then any simple polygon an be reongured to any other
via this intermediate position. This theoretial aspet of polymer physis researh resembles the
algorithmi robotis work on onvexiation of polygonal linkages. We refer the reader to survey
papers of O'Rourke [19℄ and Toussaint [25℄ for further referenes in the latter area.
In this paper, we are onerned with one type of pivot of entral onern in polymer physis
researh. This pivot is usually alled an inversion in the physis literature, but sine it seems to
have been rst proposed in an unpublished 1973 paper of Joss and Shannon [13℄, we will follow
their terminology and all it a ipturn. Flipturns are dened as follows. Any nononvex polygon
has at least one onavity, or poket. Formally, a poket of a nononvex polygon P is a maximal
onneted sequene of polygon edges disjoint from the onvex hull of P exept at its endpoints.
The line segment joining the endpoints of a poket is alled the lid of the poket. A ipturn
rotates a poket 180 degrees about the midpoint of its lid, or equivalently, reverses the order of the
edges of a poket without hanging their lengths or orientations. Figure 1.1 shows the eet of a
single ipturn on a nononvex orthogonal polygon, and Figure 1.2 shows a sequene of ipturns
transforming this polygon into a retangle. We will illustrate suh sequenes by overlaying the
resulting polygons and labeling the area added by eah ipturn by its position in the sequene.
(The irled numbers will be explained in Setion 2.)
2 Flipturning Polygons
Figure 1.1. A flipturn. The edges of the pocket are bold (red), and its lid is dashed.
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Figure 1.2. A convexifying flipturn sequence.
1.1 Previous and Related Results
Joss and Shannon proved that any simple polygon with n sides an be onvexied by a sequene
of at most (n− 1)! ipturns, by observing that eah ipturn produes a new yli permutation of
the edges. Sine eah ipturn inreases the polygon's area, eah of the (n−1)! yli permutations
an our at most one. We an immediately improve this bound to (n−1)!/2 by observing that at
most half of the (n−1)! yli permutations desribe a simple polygon with the proper orientation.
Although this is the best bound known, it is extremely loose; Joss and Shannon onjetured that
n2/4 ipturns are always suÆient. Grunbaum and Zaks [14℄ showed that even rossing polygons
ould be onvexied with a nite number of ipturns. Biedl [3℄ disovered a family of polygons that
are onvexied only after (n − 2)2/4 badly hosen ipturns, nearly mathing Joss and Shannon's
onjetured upper bound. Ahn et al. [1℄ reently proved that any simple polygon an be onvexied
by a sequene of at most n(n − 3)/2 so-alled modied ipturns (whih we dene in Setion 2).
Better results are known for orthogonal and lattie polygons in the plane. Dubins et al. [8℄ showed
that any simple lattie polygon in the plane an be onvexied with n−4 well-hosen ipturns [16℄.
Until very reently this was the best upper bound known. Ahn et al. [1℄ show that any polygon
with s distint edge slopes an be onvexied by ⌈n(s−1)/2− s⌉ modied ipturns1; in partiular,
n/2− 2 modied ipturns suÆe to onvexify any orthogonal polygon.
There are signiant dierenes between ipturns and another very ommon pivoting rule, the
Erd}os-Nagy ip [10, 13, 24, 26℄, in whih a poket is reeted aross its lid. As with ipturns,
any onvex polygon an be onvexied using a nite number of ips. Unlike ipturns, however,
the number of ips required is not bounded by any funtion of n; in partiular, Joss and Shannon
onstruted a family of quadrilaterals that require an unbounded number of ips to onvexify [13℄.
1
Ahn et al. [1℄ omit the eiling, so their stated bound is o by one when n is odd and s is even.
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Another important dierene is that ipturns preserve the orientation of polygon edges, while
ips preserve their order around the polygon. This implies that starting from the same simple
polygon, dierent sequenes of ips an lead to dierent onvex polygons|see Figure 1.3(a) for
an example|but dierent ipturn sequenes always lead to the same onvex shape. For further
results on both ips and ipturns for general polygons, simpler algorithms, and a more omplete
history of the problem, see [26℄.
2
1
3
1
2
3
4
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(b)
Figure 1.3. (a) Different Erdo˝s-Nagy flip sequences can lead to different convex shapes. (b) Different flipturn sequences
always lead to the same convex shape.
1.2 New Results
Our results depend ritially on the behavior of ipturns in degenerate ases. In Setion 2, we oer
three alternate denitions: standard, extended, and modied ipturns. As our naming suggests,
we believe that standard ipturns are losest to the original denition of Joss and Shannon; modied
ipturns were introdued by Ahn et al. [1℄.
In Setion 3, we develop a number of new results onerning onvexifying ipturn sequenes
for orthogonal polygons. We show that ⌊5(n− 4)/6⌋ well-hosen (standard) ipturns are suÆient,
and ⌊3(n− 4)/4⌋ ipturns are sometimes neessary, to onvexify any orthogonal polygon. We also
show that any orthogonal polygon is onvexied after at most n − 5 arbitrary ipturns, and that
some polygons an survive ⌊5(n − 4)/6⌋ ipturns. Finally, we show that the shortest and longest
ipturn sequenes for the same orthogonal polygon an dier in length by at least (n−4)/4. Similar
results are derived for extended ipturns. All of these bounds improve the previously best known
results. Using tehniques developed in Setion 3, we prove in Setion 4 that any polygon an be
onvexied after at most n2 − 4n + 2 standard or extended ipturns, generalizing the modied
ipturn results of Ahn et al. [1℄. Our new upper and lower bounds are summarized in the rst
two rows of Tables 1.1 and 1.2; the last row of eah table gives the orresponding results of Ahn
et al.for modied ipturns.
Setion 5 desribes how to maintain both a simple polygon and its onvex hull in O(log4n) time
per ipturn, using a data struture of size O(n). Our data struture is a variant of the dynami
onvex hull struture of Overmars and van Leeuwen [20℄. Together with the results of the previous
setions, this implies that we an ompute a onvexifying sequene of ipturns for any polygon in
O(n2 log4n) time, or for any orthogonal polygon in O(n log4n) time.
In Setion 6, we prove that for any simple polygon, every sequene of ipturns eventually leads
to the same onvex polygon, and we an ompute this onvex polygon in O(n log n) time. As
we already mentioned, the fat that the shape of the nal onvex polygon is independent of the
ipturn sequene is rather obvious, but the independene of the nal polygon's position requires
onsiderably more eort.
4 Flipturning Polygons
Flipturn type Shortest ipturn sequene Longest ipturn sequene
standard ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ ≤ ?? ≤ ⌊5(n − 4)/6⌋ ⌊5(n − 4)/6⌋ ≤ ?? ≤ n − 5
extended ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ ≤ ?? ≤ n − 5
modied [1℄ (n − 4)/2 (n − 4)/2
Table 1.1. Bounds for shortest and longest flipturn sequences for orthogonal polygons. See Section 3.
Flipturn type s-oriented polygons arbitrary polygons
standard ns− ⌊(n+ 5s)/2⌋ − 1 n2 − 4n + 1
extended ns− ⌊(n+ 5s)/2⌋ − 1 n2 − 4n + 1
modied [1℄ ⌈n(s − 1)/2⌉ − s n(n − 3)/2
Table 1.2. Upper bounds for longest flipturn sequences of more general polygons. See Section 4.
Finally, in Setion 7, we show that nding the longest ipturn sequene for a given simple
polygon is NP-hard.
2 The Importance of Being Degenerate
The behavior of ipturn sequenes depends ritially on how ipturns are dened in degenerate
ases. In the general ase, a lid is an edge of the polygon's onvex hull. However, in degenerate
ases where three or more verties are olinear, a lid an be a proper subset of a onvex hull
edge aording to Joss and Shannon's original denition [13℄. Although there are several dierent
types of degeneraies, only one type will atually aet our results. We all a poket or ipturn
degenerate whenever the two edges just outside the poket lie on the same line. In our illustrations
of ipturn sequenes suh as Figure 1.2, irled numbers indiate degenerate ipturns.
Sine ipturning about a proper subset of a onvex hull edge may seem unnatural, we oer the
following alternative denition. An extended poket of a polygon is a hain of at least two edges
joining an adjaent pair of onvex hull verties. An extended ipturn rotates an extended poket
180 degrees about the midpoint of its lid, whih is a omplete onvex hull edge. An extended
poket or ipturn is degenerate if and only if the two edges just inside the poket lie on the same
line.
Another alternative is proposed by Ahn et al. [1℄, who dene modied pokets as follows.
Consider a standard poket with verties vi, vi+1, . . . , vj (where index arithmeti is modular). If
the nearby vertex vj+1 lies on the line through vi and vj, then the hain of edges from vi to vj+1 is a
modied poket; otherwise, the standard poket from vi to vj is a modied poket. If the standard
poket is degenerate, the modied poket ontains one of the two olinear boundary edges.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a standard ipturn, an extended ipturn, and one of two possible modied
ipturn of the `same' degenerate poket of a polygon. Note that a single extended ipturn an
simultaneously invert several standard or modied pokets.
In Setion 3, we will fous entirely on orthogonal polygons, eah of whose edges is either
horizontal or vertial. We say that a poket or ipturn is orthogonal if its lid is horizontal or vertial
and diagonal otherwise. In this ontext, a poket is degenerate if and only if it is orthogonal, and
so standard, extended, and modied orthogonal ipturns have dierent behaviors, as Figure 2.1
shows. By any of our three denitions, a diagonal ipturn redues the number of verties of the
polygon by two; speially, the endpoints of the ipturned poket lie in the interior of edges of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1. (a) A standard flipturn. (b) An extended flipturn. (c) A modified flipturn. Compare with Figure 1.1.
the new polygon. If the input polygon is in general position, every ipturn will be nondegenerate,
and therefore diagonal.
2
These observations immediately imply the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Exatly (n− 4)/2 ipturns are neessary and suÆient to onvexify any orthogonal
n-gon in general position, and these ipturns an be hosen arbitrarily.
Thus, any disussion of ipturn sequenes on orthogonal polygons only beomes interesting
if orthogonal ipturns are possible. Even for degenerate polygons, the fat that every diagonal
ipturn removes two verties immediately implies the following upper and lower bounds.
Theorem 2.2. Any orthogonal n-gon is onvexied by any sequene of (n−4)/2 diagonal ipturns.
Theorem 2.3. At least (n − 4)/2 ipturns are required to onvexify any orthogonal n-gon.
Every modied ipturn on an orthogonal polygon removes two verties. The somewhat onvo-
luted denition of modied pokets seems to have been developed preisely to avoid the `interesting'
onsequenes of degeneraies. We immediately obtain the following result, most of whih is a speial
ase of a theorem of Ahn et al. [1℄.
Theorem 2.4. Exatly (n − 4)/2 modied ipturns are neessary and suÆient to onvexify any
orthogonal n-gon, and these ipturns an be hosen arbitrarily.
3 Flipturn Sequences for Orthogonal Polygons
In this setion, we derive bounds on the maximum length of either the shortest or longest on-
vexifying ipturn sequenes for orthogonal polygons. The bounds for the shortest sequene tell us
how quikly we an onvexify a polygon if we hoose ipturns intelligently; the longest sequene
bounds tell us how many ipturns we an perform even if we hoose ipturns blindly. Our results
are summarized in the rst two rows of Table 1.1. Sine Theorem 2.4 ompletely haraterizes the
lengths of modied ipturn sequenes for orthogonal polygons, this setion will fous entirely on
standard and extended ipturns.
3.1 Order Matters
One we reognize the possibility of orthogonal ipturns, it is easy to onstrut polygons suh
as in Figure 3.1 that have ipturn sequenes of dierent lengths. The polygon has two pokets;
ipturning one of them rst reates an orthogonal poket, and ipturning the other rst does not.
2
We emphasize that `general position' does not mean simply that no three verties are olinear. In our ontext,
an orthogonal polygon is in general position if an arbitrary innitesimal perturbation of its edge lengths does not
hange the set of possible ipturn sequenes.
6 Flipturning Polygons
1
3 4212
3
Figure 3.1. The same polygon can have standard or extended flipturn sequences of different lengths.
In fat, as the following theorem shows, the shortest and longest ipturn sequenes may dier
signiantly in length.
Theorem 3.1. For innitely many n, there is an orthogonal n-gon whose shortest and longest
standard or extended ipturn sequenes dier in length by at least (n − 4)/4.
1
2
3
4 5
7
8
6
11
9
1210
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1
Figure 3.2. An orthogonal polygon that can be convexified with either (n − 4)/2 or ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ flipturns. The small
squares contain a recursive copy of the polygon.
Proof: Figure 3.2 illustrates the reursive onstrution of suh a polygon, for all n of the form
16k + 4. The shortest ipturn sequene for the polygon inludes only diagonal ipturns and
therefore has length (n − 4)/2. Another sequene, whih we believe to be the longest, requires
twelve ipturns to remove every 16 verties. Figure 3.2 illustrates this long sequene of standard
ipturns; the orresponding extended ipturn sequene is essentially equivalent. 
3.2 Well-chosen Flipturns
Here we develop upper and lower bounds on the length of the shortest sequene of ipturns required
to onvexify an orthogonal polygon. For any polygon P, let ✷(P) denote its axis-aligned bounding
retangle.
Theorem 3.2. For all n, there is an orthogonal n-gon that requires ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ standard or
extended ipturns to onvexify.
Proof: When n is a multiple of 4, the polygon onsists of a horizontally symmetri retangular
`omb' with n/4 `teeth'; if n is not a multiple of 4, we add a small retangular noth in a bottom
orner of the polygon. See Figure 3.3. (We onsider a retangle to be a omb with one tooth.)
Both the teeth and the gaps between them derease in height as they approah the middle of the
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polygon. Sine the polygon is symmetri about its vertial biseting line, standard and extended
ipturns have exatly the same eet. The only way to eliminate the omb is through a sequene
of orthogonal ipturns aross the top edge of the polygon's bounding box; eah suh ipturn
eliminates exatly one tooth. It easily follows that every ipturn sequene for this polygon has
length ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋. 
1
2 3
Figure 3.3. An orthogonal n-gon requiring ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ flipturns to convexify.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be an orthogonal polygon.
(a) If some vertex of ✷(P) is not a vertex of P, then P has a diagonal poket.
(b) If two adjaent verties of ✷(P) are not verties of P, then we an perform at least two
onseutive diagonal ipturns on P.
Proof: (a) Suppose some orner of ✷(P) is not a vertex of P. Some edge of onv(P) lies on a line
separating the missing orner from the interior of P. This edge ontains a diagonal lid.
(b) Without loss of generality, suppose P does not ontain the top left and top right verties of
✷(P). Part (a) implies that P has at least two diagonal pokets. Let Q be the result of ipturning
one of these pokets. Sine the width of the ipturned poket is less than the width of P, and
thus less than the width of Q, at least one of the upper orners of ✷(Q) is not a vertex of Q.
(As Figure 3.4 shows, ipturning one poket an apture the opposite orner.) Thus, by part (a),
Q still has at least one diagonal poket. 
Figure 3.4. Flipturning one diagonal pocket can hide another one.
This lemma is a speial ase of a more general result, whose proof we omit: If any k verties of
✷(P) are not verties of P, then we an perform at least k onseutive diagonal ipturns on P.
Theorem 3.4. Any orthogonal n-gon an be onvexied by a sequene of at most ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋
extended ipturns.
Proof: We ahieve the stated upper bound by performing an orthogonal extended ipturn only
when no diagonal pokets are available. By Lemma 3.3, we are fored to perform an orthogonal
ipturn on a polygon P if and only if all four orners of ✷(P) are also verties of P.
8 Flipturning Polygons
Let P be a nononvex orthogonal n-gon with bounding box ✷(P), and suppose P has no diagonal
pokets. Without loss of generality, suppose P has an extended orthogonal poket whose lid lr is
the top edge of ✷(P). This poket obviously lies stritly between the vertial lines through l and r.
Let P1 be the polygon that results when this extended poket is ipturned. The highest verties of
P1 are verties of the newly ipturned poket, and thus must lie stritly between the vertial lines
through l and r. Thus, neither of the top verties of ✷(P1) is a vertex of P1, and by Lemma 3.3,
we an perform at least two onseutive diagonal ipturns on P1. See Figure 3.5.
l r
Figure 3.5. Any orthogonal extended flipturn creates at least two diagonal pockets.
In other words, any orthogonal extended ipturn an be followed by at least two diagonal
ipturns. Thus, if we perform orthogonal ipturns only when no diagonal ipturn is available, any
three onseutive ipturns eliminate at least four verties. 
Theorem 3.2 implies that this result is the best possible for extended ipturns. For standard
ipturns, we obtain the following slightly weaker upper bound.
Theorem 3.5. Any orthogonal n-gon an be onvexied by a sequene of at most ⌊5(n − 4)/6⌋
standard ipturns.
Proof: As in the previous theorem, we ahieve the upper bound by performing orthogonal ipturns
only when no diagonal ipturn is available. However, we also hoose orthogonal ipturns arefully
if more than one is available. Say that an orthogonal ipturn is good if it an be followed by at
least two diagonal ipturns and bad otherwise. We will perform a bad orthogonal ipturn only if
no good orthogonal ipturn or diagonal ipturn is available.
Let P be an orthogonal polygon. Without loss of generality, onsider a fored orthogonal
ipturn whose lid bc lies on the top edge of ✷(P), and let P1 be the polygon resulting from this
ipturn. See Figure 3.6(a). The lid endpoints b and c must lie in two dierent pokets of P1, sine
the ipturned poket touhes the top of ✷(P1). The horizontal width of the poket must be less
than the horizontal width of P, so P1 annot have both the upper left and upper right orners of
✷(P1) as verties. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, any fored orthogonal ipturn an be followed rst by a
diagonal ipturn and then by at least one more (possibly orthogonal) ipturn. In partiular, any
bad ipturn an be followed by exatly one diagonal ipturn.
Let P be a polygon with no diagonal pokets or good orthogonal pokets. Consider a bad
orthogonal ipturn whose lid bc is a subset of the top edge ad of ✷(P), and let P1 be the resulting
polygon. Exatly one of the top orners of ✷(P1) is a vertex of P1. If this is the top right orner,
all poket bc dexter ; otherwise, all it sinister. Without loss of generality, suppose the poket
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Figure 3.6. (a) A forced orthogonal flipturn creates at least two pockets, at least one of which is diagonal. (b) A polygon
with only bad pockets cannot have both dexter and sinister pockets on the same edge. (c) A forced bad orthogonal flipturn
(flipturn 1©) creates a good orthogonal pocket (flipturn 3©).
bc is dexter. Let P2 be the polygon resulting from the only available diagonal ipturn, whose lid
is the upper left edge of onv(P1). Sine P2 must have no diagonal pokets, this ipturn moves
vertex b to the upper left orner of ✷(P2). See Figure 3.6().
If some poket had a lid in ab, that poket would be inverted by the diagonal ipturn on
P1 and P2 would have a diagonal poket, ontraditing our assumption that poket bc is bad.
Similarly, if there is a bad poket with lid in cd, it annot be dexter. Suppose there is a sinister
poket with lid st ⊂ cd. Let l be a leftmost point in poket bc, and let r be a rightmost point
in poket st. See Figure 3.6(b). The horizontal distane from l to b must be equal to |cd|, and
the horizontal distane from t to r must equal to |as|, sine both pokets are bad. But this is
impossible, sine |cd| + |as| > |ad|. We onlude that bc must be the only lid on the top edge of
✷(P).
Now onsider the orthogonal poket of P2 reated when poket bc is ipturned. Its lid de lies
on the right edge of ✷(P2). We laim that this poket must be good. Let P3 be the resulting
polygon when this poket is ipturned. Sine cd is the bottommost edge of poket de, nothing in
P3 lies above and to the right of vertex e, so the upper right vertex of ✷(P3) is not a vertex of P3.
Sine the height of poket de is less than the height of the original polygon P, the bottom right
vertex of ✷(P3) is also not a vertex of P3. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, P3 an undergo at least two
onseutive ipturns.
We have just shown that any fored bad ipturn is immediately followed by a diagonal ipturn,
a good orthogonal ipturn, and then two diagonal ipturns. Thus, any sequene of ve onseutive
ipturns ontains at least three diagonal ipturns, whih remove at least six verties from the
polygon. 
We do not believe that this upper bound is tight. In the following setion, we will show that
the algorithm used to prove the upper bound may not produe the shortest ipturn sequene.
3.3 Arbitrary Flipturns
In this setion, we onsider the length of the longest sequene of ipturns that an orthogonal
polygon an undergo.
Theorem 3.6. For all n > 4, the longest standard or extended ipturn sequene for any orthogonal
n-gon has length at most n − 5.
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Proof: We all an edge of an orthogonal polygon a braket if both its verties are onvex or both
its verties are onave. An orthogonal n-gon has at least four brakets (the highest, leftmost,
lowest, and rightmost edges) and at most n − 2 brakets.
We laim that ipturns do not inrease the number of brakets, and that any orthogonal ipturn
dereases the number of brakets by two. Let P be an orthogonal polygon and let Q be the result
of one ipturn. Any braket of P that lies ompletely outside the ipturned poket is still a braket
in Q; any braket ompletely inside the ipturned poket is inverted, but remains a braket.
Thus, to prove our laim, it suÆes to onsider just four edges, namely, the two edges adjaent to
eah endpoint of the lid. After symmetry onsiderations, there are only three ases to hek for
orthogonal pokets and ten ases for diagonal pokets. These ases are illustrated in Figure 3.7.
0
0
0
0
0
0
−2 −2 −2
−2−4
−2 −2
Figure 3.7. Thirteen classes of flipturns and the number of brackets they remove. Only the bold (red) edges are important.
The top row shows orthogonal flipturns; the other rows show diagonal flipturns with two, one, and no outer brackets. The
columns show flipturns with two, one, and no inner brackets. Symmetric cases are omitted. Compare with Figure 4.1.
Sine eah orthogonal ipturn removes two brakets, and no diagonal ipturn adds brakets,
there an be at most (n − 6)/2 orthogonal ipturns. Sine eah diagonal ipturn removes two
verties, and no orthogonal ipturn adds verties there an be at most (n−4)/2 diagonal ipturns.
Thus, there an be at most (n − 6+ n− 4)/2 = n − 5 ipturns altogether. 
We an improve this upper bound slightly in the speial ase of lattie polygons|orthogonal
polygons where every edge has unit length (or more generally, where every edge has integer length
and n denotes the perimeter instead of the number of edges).
Theorem 3.7. The longest ipturn sequene for any lattie n-gon has length at most n− 2
√
n.
Proof: In any onvexifying sequene, there are exatly n/2−2 diagonal ipturns. Every orthogonal
ipturn inreases the perimeter of the polygon's bounding box by at least 2. The initial bounding
box has perimeter at least 4(
√
n − 1), and the nal retangle has perimeter exatly n, so the
maximum number of orthogonal ipturns is at most n/2− 2
√
n+ 2. 
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How tight is the n−5 upper bound? As in the ase of the shortest ipturn sequene, the answer
depends on whether we onsider standard or extended ipturns. Unfortunately, we do not obtain
an exat answer in either ase.
Theorem 3.8. For all n, there is an orthogonal n-gon that an undergo ⌊3(n − 4)/4⌋ extended
ipturns.
Proof: This follows diretly from Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.9. For all n, there is an orthogonal n-gon that an undergo ⌊5(n − 4)/6⌋ standard
ipturns.
Proof: We onstrut an orthogonal n-gon Pn essentially by following the proof of Theorem 3.5. P4
is a retangle. P6 is an L-shaped hexagon, whih is onvexied by one ipturn. P8 is a retangle
with a retangular orthogonal poket in one side, whih requires three ipturns to onvexify. For
all n ≥ 10, Pn onsists of a retangle with a single L-shaped poket, where the tail of the L is an
inverted and reeted opy of Pn−6. See Figure 3.8. In the language of the proof of Theorem 3.5,
Pn's only poket is bad|ipturning it reates one diagonal poket and one orthogonal poket. If
we ipturn diagonal pokets whenever possible, the rst ve ipturns eliminate six verties and
leave a distorted Pn−6. The theorem follows by indution. 
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 3.8. An orthogonal n-gon that can undergo ⌈5(n − 4)/6⌉ standard flipturns. Two levels of recursion are shown.
The small squares contain a recursive copy of the polygon.
To prove Theorem 3.5, we used an algorithm that always prefers diagonal ipturns to orthogonal
ipturns and good orthogonal ipturns to bad orthogonal ipturns. We an use the polygon Pn
from the previous proof to show that this algorithm is not optimal, by demonstrating a shorter
onvexifying ipturn sequene. Figure 3.9 shows the rst sixteen ipturns performed by a modied
algorithm, whih ignores diagonal `nothes' in the upper and lower right orners of the polygon.
Figure 3.9(b) is distorted to reveal relevant but otherwise invisible details; the distortion does not
hange whih ipturns we an perform at any time. These 16 ipturns remove 24 verties, thereby
transforming Pn into Pn−24. Thus, by indution, we an onvexify Pn in only 2(n − 4)/3 ipturns
whenever n − 4 is a multiple of 24.
The ignored `nothes' are preisely the diagonal ipturns that do not remove brakets; see
Theorem 3.6. Perhaps a modied algorithm that tries to redue the number of brakets as fast as
possible, as well as the number of verties, would improve Theorem 3.5. We leave the development
of suh an algorithm as an intriguing open problem.
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12
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16
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9. The algorithm from Theorem 3.5 is not optimal. (a) The first eight flipturns in a shorter convexifying sequence.
(b) The next eight flipturns; the polygon has been distorted to emphasize relevant details.
Finally, we observe that Pn an be onvexied using exatly ⌈2(n − 3)/3⌉ extended ipturns.
We leave the proof as an easy exerise of the reader.
4 Flipturn Sequences for Arbitrary Polygons
In this setion, we derive upper bounds for the longest ipturn sequenes of arbitrary polygons,
generalizing both our earlier results for orthogonal polygons and the modied ipturn results of
Ahn et al. [1℄.
Consider an arbitrary polygon P whose boundary is oriented ounterlokwise. Let ~e denote
the diretion of any (oriented) edge e in P, let S be the set of all suh edge diretions and their
edge reversals. We learly have s ≤ |S| ≤ 2s, where s is the number of distint edge slopes. Ahn
et al. dene the disrete angle at a vertex v = e∩ e ′ to be one more than the number of elements
of S inside the angle between ~e and ~e ′. The total disrete angle D(P) is the sum of the disrete
angles at the verties of P.
Ahn et al. prove the following lemma [1℄. (Only the rst half of this lemma is stated expliitly,
but their proof implies the seond half as well.)
Lemma 4.1. Every non-degenerate ipturn dereases D(P) by at least two, and every degenerate
ipturn leaves D(P) unhanged.
Ahn et al. also prove that D(P) ≤ n(s − 1) in general and D(P) = 2s if P is onvex. Thus,
Lemma 4.1 immediately implies that ⌈(ns − n − 2s)/2⌉ ≤ n(n − 3)/2 nondegenerate ipturns
suÆe to onvexify any polygon. However, sine no bound was previously known for the number
of degenerate ipturns, this bound does not apply to degenerate polygons. To avoid this problem,
Ahn et al. introdue modied ipturns, for whih degeneraies do not exist. To aount for
degenerate ipturns under the standard denition, we study the hange in the number of brakets,
here denoted B(P), as in Setion 3.3.
Lemma 4.2. Every non-degenerate standard or extended ipturn inreases B(P) by at most two,
and every degenerate standard or extended ipturn dereases B(P) by at least two.
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Proof: Let P be a simple polygon and let P ′ be the result of one ipturn. As we argued in the proof
of Theorem 3.6, it suÆes to fous on brakets touhing the endpoints of the lid. Let b and b ′
denote the number of boundary brakets in P and P ′, respetively, so that B(P ′) = B(P) − b+ b ′.
For nondegenerate ipturns, it suÆes to onsider only ipturns with b ≤ 1, sine b ′ is never
more than 4. There are three ases to onsider: no boundary brakets, one outer boundary braket,
and one inner boundary braket. For eah of these, there are nine subases, depending on whether
eah lid endpoint beomes a onvex vertex, beomes a onave vertex, or disappears after the
ipturn. These ases are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Standard degenerate ipturns always have two outer brakets, and both lid endpoints always
beome onave verties. Thus, there are only three ases to onsider, depending on the number
of inner brakets, exatly as in Theorem 3.6. Similar arguments apply to extended ipturns. 
+1
+2
+1
+1
+1
0
+2
+2
+2
b = 0
+2
+1
−1
0
+1
0
+1
+2
0
b = 1, outer
+2
+2
+1
+1
0
+1
0
−1
0
b = 1, inner
Figure 4.1. Twenty-seven classes of nondegenerate flipturns and the number of brackets they add or remove. Only the
bold (red) edges are important. Symmetric cases are omitted. Compare with Figure 3.7.
Theorem 4.3. Every s-oriented polygon is onvexied after any sequene of ns− ⌊(n+ 5s)/2⌋− 1
standard or extended ipturns.
Proof: We dene the potential Φ of a polygon to be its disrete angle plus half the number of
brakets, that is, Φ = D+B/2. For the initial polygon P, we have D ≤ n(s− 1) and B ≤ n− 2, so
the initial potential Φ is at most ns− n/2− 1. For the nal onvex polygon, we have D = 2s and
B ≥ s, so the nal potential Φ∗ is at least 5s/2. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, every ipturn redues the
potential by at least one. Thus, after any sequene of ⌈Φ∗ −Φ⌉ = ⌈ns−n/2− 5s/2− 1⌉ ipturns,
the polygon must be onvex. 
If we set s = n, we obtain the upper bound n2−3n−1 for arbitrary simple polygons. However,
if s = n, there an be no degenerate ipturns, so the disrete angle results from Ahn et al. apply
diretly, giving us the upper bound n(n−3)/2. Hene, the atual worst ase arises when s = n−1.
Corollary 4.4. Every simple polygon is onvexied after any sequene of n2− 4n + 2 standard or
extended ipturns.
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This upper bound is almost ertainly not tight. Intuitively, if s large, only a few pairs of edges
an have the same slope, so the maximum number of degenerate ipturns should be small.
We an improve our results in some ases using a dierent denition of disrete angle. Let T
denote the set of edge diretions (without their reversals), let t = |T |, and let h ≤ t − 1 be the
maximum number of edge diretions that t in an open half-irle. The disrete angle at any vertex
is at most h− 1, so D(P) ≤ n(h − 1) ≤ n(t − 2) for any polygon P; if P is onvex, then D(P) = t.
Lemma 4.1 still holds under this new denition. Thus, we obtain the following upper bounds.
Theorem 4.5. Every simple polygon is onvexied after any sequene of ⌈(nh − n − t)/2⌉ ≤
⌈t(n − 1)/2⌉ − n modied ipturns or nh− ⌊(n + 3t)/2⌋ − 1 ≤ nt − ⌊3(n + t)/2⌋ − 1 standard or
extended ipturns.
This theorem improves all earlier results whenever h is signiantly smaller than t. For general
polygons, setting h = t − 1 = n − 1 gives us the same n(n − 3)/2 upper bound for modied
ipturns. For standard or extended ipturns, however, we obtain a very slight improvement by
setting h = t− 1 = n − 2.
Corollary 4.6. Every simple polygon is onvexied after any sequene of n2− 4n + 1 standard or
extended ipturns.
We lose this setion with some obvious open questions. Asymptotially, our bounds agree with
Joss and Shannon's onjeture [13℄|any polygon an indeed be onvexied by O(n2) ipturns|
but there is still a signiant gap between our upper bounds and the (n − 2)2/4 lower bound
onstrution of Biedl [3℄. We, like Joss and Shannon, onjeture that the orret answer is loser
to n2/4.
A more interesting open question onerns the length of shortest ipturn sequenes for general
polygons. The best lower bounds are those derived for orthogonal polygons in Setion 3, but not
subquadrati upper bounds are known. Can arbitrary polygons be onvexied with only O(n)
ipturns, or does some polygon require a super-linear number of ipturns to onvexify?
5 Data Structures for Flipturns
In this setion, we desribe eÆient data strutures for exeuting a sequene of ipturns on any
simple (not neessarily orthogonal) polygon. We rst desribe a simpler data struture that main-
tains an impliit desription of a polygon P as ipturns are performed, without worrying about
how the ipturns are hosen. Then we will desribe how to maintain the onvex hull of P as we
perform ipturns, so that we an determine whih ipturns are available at any time.
Lemma 5.1. After O(n) preproessing time, we an maintain an impliit desription of a simple
n-gon in O(logn) time per ipturn, using a data struture of size O(n).
Proof: It suÆes to store only the slopes and lengths of the edges in the proper order, without
expliitly storing the vertex oordinates. Any ipturn reverses a ontiguous hain of edges, namely,
the edges of the ipturned poket. Our goal, therefore, is to maintain a irular list of items subjet
to the operation Reverse(s, t), whih reverses the sublist starting with item s and ending with
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item t. For example, if the initial list is (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h), then Reverse(c, f) produes the list
(a, b, f, e, d, c, g, h), after whih Reverse(d, a) produes (h, g, c, d, b, f, e, a).
We store the edges in the leaves of a balaned binary searh tree, initially in ounterlokwise
order around the polygon. Rather than expliitly reversing hains of edges, we will store a reversal
bit rv at every node v, indiating whether that subtree should be onsidered reversed, relative to
the orientation of the subtree rooted at v's parent. Initially, all reversal bits are set to 0.
merge
split(d,e)
a b c de f g h
hgcdbfea
a
c
g h fe d b
hgc dbfe a
a
c
g h fe d b
hgc efbd a
abc de fg h
hgcebfda
toggle
Figure 5.1. Executing Reverse(d, e) to transform (h, g, c, d, b, f, e, a) into (h, g, c, e, f, b, d, a). Solid nodes have
reversal bits set to 1.
Our algorithm for Reverse(s, t) is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Without loss of generality, we
assume that s appears before t in the linear order stored in the tree; otherwise, we simply toggle
the reversal bit at the root and all Reverse(t, s). First, we split the tree into three subtrees,
ontaining the items to the left of s, items between s and t, and the items to the right of t. Seond,
we toggle the reversal bit at the root of the middle tree. Finally, we merge the three trees bak
together. Eah split or merge an be performed using O(logn) rotations (using red-blak trees [15℄,
splay trees [23℄, or treaps [22℄, for example), and we an easily propagate the reversal bits orretly
at eah rotation. 
To maintain the onvex hull of a polygon under ipturns, we use a variant of the dynami
onvex hull data struture of Overmars and van Leeuwen [20℄, whih maintains the onvex hull
of a dynamially hanging set of points in O(log2n) time per insertion or deletion. Their data
struture onsists of a balaned binary tree that allows insertions, deletions, splits, and merges in
O(logn) time. The points are stored at the leaves of this tree, ordered by their x-oordinates. Eah
node in the tree stores the onvex hull of the points in its subtree; we all this the node's subhull.
Exept at the root, these subhulls are not stored expliitly; rather, eah node stores only the hain
of edges of its subhull that are not in its parent's subhull. Overmars and van Leeuwen show that
any node's subhull an be omputed in O(log n) time from its hildren's subhulls, by nding the
outer ommon tangent lines.
There are several dierenes between our problem and the standard dynami onvex hull prob-
lem. The most signiant dierene is that we need to support an operation similar to Reverse in
polylogarithmi time. This requires us to store the verties in their order of appearane around the
polygon, rather than in any oordinate order. Moreover, sine a linear number of verties ould be
aeted by a ipturn, our data struture must impliitly represent both the order and the loations
of the verties. A seond signiant dierene lies in the struture of the subhulls. In Overmars
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and van Leeuwen's data struture, the subhulls of any two siblings in the tree are separated by a
known vertial line. In our ase, sibling subhulls are pseudo-disks : either they have disjoint inte-
riors, or they have nested losures, or their boundaries interset transversely at exatly two points.
Distinguishing these three ases and merging the subhulls in eah ase requires onsiderably more
eort. Finally, one minor dierene is that for standard ipturns, we must maintain the omplete
sequene of polygon verties on the boundary of the onvex hull, not just the onvex hull verties.
This requires only trivial modiations, whih do not deserve further mention.
Lemma 5.2. After O(n log n) preproessing time, we an maintain an impliit desription of the
onvex hull of a simple n-gon in O(log4n) time per ipturn, using a data struture of size O(n).
Proof: We maintain the polygon verties in a balaned binary tree, similarly to the proof of
Lemma 5.1. The oordinates of the points are represented impliitly by storing a triple (rv, xv, yv)
at eah internal node v, enoding an aÆne transformation to be applied to all edges in the subtree
of v. Speially, (xv, yv) is a translation vetor for all edges in v's subtree if rv = 0 and a point of
reetion if rv = 1. Initially, rv = xv = yv = 0 for all nodes v. The atual position of any vertex
an be reovered in O(logn) time by omposing the transformations along the path up to the root.
We an easily maintain these triples under rotations, splits, and merges, similarly to the Reverse
algorithm desribed earlier. We omit the unenlightening details.
Eah node in this tree also stores the portion of its subhull not inluded in its parent's subhull.
Speially, we store the verties of this onvex hain in a seondary balaned binary tree. Instead
of expliitly storing the oordinates of the verties of this hain, however, we store only pointers to
the appropriate leaves in the primary binary tree. The oordinates of any point an be reovered
in O(log n) time by omposing the linear transformations stored on the path up from the point's
leaf.
It remains only to show that we an merge any two sibling subhulls quikly. If we an merge two
sibling subhulls in time T(n) when all vertex oordinates are given expliitly, then we an update
the onvex hull of P in time O(T(n) log2n) per ipturn. One logarithmi fator is the number of
merges we must perform for eah ipturn; the other is the ost of aessing the impliitly-stored
vertex oordinates.
Let C be the hain of polygon edges assoiated with some node v in the primary binary tree,
and let A and B be the subhains assoiated with the left and right hildren of v, respetively. Sine
C has no self-intersetions, the boundaries of the onvex hulls onv(A) and onv(B) an interset
in at most two points. If the hull boundaries do not interset, then the hulls an be either disjoint
or nested. See Figure 5.2.
If onv(A) and onv(B) are nested, then one of them is the onvex hull of C. In general, deiding
whether to given onvex polygons are nested requires Ω(n) time, but the speial struture of our
problem allows a faster solution. We dene the entrane and exit of a polygonal hain C as follows.
The entrane of C is a pair of rays whose ommon basepoint is the rst vertex of C that is also a
vertex of onv(C); the rays ontain the onvex hull edges on either side of this vertex. The exit
of C is a similar pair of rays based at the last vertex of C that is also a vertex of onv(C). See
Figure 5.3.
Let a be the last vertex of A, and let b be the rst vertex of B. The segment ab does not
interset B, so if a is outside the onvex hull of B, then a must be outside the entrane of B (i.e.,
on the opposite side of the entrane from B). More generally, onv(A) ⊂ onv(B) if and only
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2. Convex hulls of adjacent subchains must be either (a) nested, (b) disjoint, or (c) overlapping with two common
boundary points. Hollow and solid circles mark respectively the first and last vertices of each subchain.
Figure 5.3. The entrance and exit of a polygonal chain.
if onv(A) lies ompletely inside the entrane of B.3 Similarly, onv(B) ⊂ onv(A) if and only
if onv(B) lies ompletely inside the exit of A. We an test in O(logn) time whether a onvex
polygon (represented as an array of verties in ounterlokwise order) lies inside a wedge. Thus, if
we an ompute the entrane and exit of any hain given those of its hildren, then we an test for
nested sibling subhulls in O(log n) time. Fortunately, this is quite easy. If both edges of onv(A)
dening the entrane of B are also edges of onv(C), then the entrane of C is just the entrane of
A. Otherwise, the entrane of C ontains one of the two outer ommon tangents between onv(A)
and onv(B).
Now suppose onv(A) and onv(B) are not nested. Using an algorithm of Chazelle and Dobkin [7℄,
we an deide in O(logn) time whether onv(A) and onv(B) interset. If the two onvex hulls have
disjoint interiors, their algorithm also returns a separating line ℓ.4 If we use ℓ as a loal vertial
diretion, we an divide onv(A) and onv(B) into separate upper and lower hulls, suh that one
outer ommon tangent joins the two upper hulls and the other joins to two lower hulls. This is
preisely the setup required by the algorithm of Overmars and van Leeuwen, whih nds these two
ommon tangents in O(logn) time [20℄.
Finally, suppose the boundaries of onv(A) and onv(B) interset at two points. In this ase,
we an nd the two outer ommon tangent lines between them, and thus ompute onv(C), in
O(log2n) time. To nd (say) the upper ommon tangent of A and B, we perform a modied
binary searh over the verties of onv(A). At eah step of this binary searh, we nd the upper
tangent line ℓ to onv(B) (if any) passing through a vertex a ∈ onv(A) in O(log n) time, using a
seond-level binary searh.
Thus, we an ompute the onvex hull, entrane, and exit of C from the onvex hulls, entranes,
and exits of A and B in O(log2n) time. By our earlier argument, it follows that we an maintain
3
If b is not a vertex of onv(B), we an simplify the entrane of B to a line through just one onvex hull edge.
While this modiation simplies our algorithm somewhat, it does not signiantly improve the running time.
4
Chazelle and Dobkin's algorithm returns a pair of parallel separating lines, one tangent to eah polygon, but this
is unneessary for our result. See also [9℄.
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the onvex hull of P in O(log4n) time per ipturn. We an build the original data struture in
O(n log n) time by expliitly omputing the onvex hulls of eah subhain, eah in linear time. 
Theorem 5.3. Given a simple n-gon P, a onvexifying sequene of ipturns an be omputed in
O(L log4n) time, where L is the length of the omputed sequene.
Proof: We an onstrut the data strutures to maintain the polygon and its onvex hull in
O(n log n) time. In addition to the onvex hull itself, we maintain a separate list of the lids
of P, whih requires only trivial additions to our data strutures. This allows us to hoose a legal
ipturn in onstant time. By Lemma 5.2, we an maintain both the polygon and its onvex hull
in O(log4n) time per ipturn. 
This theorem has an immediate orollary, using the results of Ahn et al. [1℄ and our Theo-
rems 3.6 and 4.3.
Corollary 5.4. Given an s-oriented n-gon, a onvexifying sequene of ipturns an be omputed in
O(sn log4n) time. In partiular, for orthogonal polygons, a onvexifying ipturn sequene an be
omputed in O(n log4n) time.
For orthogonal polygons, we an modify our algorithm to nd a ipturn sequene satisfying
Theorem 3.5, still in O(n log4n) time. We maintain the diagonal pokets and orthogonal lids of P in
separate lists. If there is a diagonal poket, we ipturn it. Otherwise, if some edge of the bounding
box ontains more than one lid, we ipturn one of those pokets. If eah edge of the bounding
box has at most one lid, we an hek whether any of these pokets is bad in O(log4n) time. To
hek one poket, we ipturn it and ount diagonal pokets; if there is only one, we ipturn that
and ount again. If the poket is bad and the original polygon has any unheked pokets, we
undo the ipturn(s) and try the next poket. Eah bad ipturn requires at most seven ipturns
and six anti-ipturns. The proof of Theorem 3.5 ensures that we perform at most ⌊(n− 4)/6⌋ bad
ipturns, so the total number of data struture updates is at most 17(n − 4)/6 = O(n).
It seems quite likely that our data struture an be improved. One obvious bottlenek in our
algorithm is nding ommon tangents between interseting onvex pseudo-disks, whih urrently
takes O(log2n) time. The more reent dynami onvex hull results of Chan [5℄ and Brodal and
Jakob [4℄ may also be useful here. On the other hand, we are unable to prove even an Ω(n logn)
lower bound, even for arbitrary polygons. What is the true omplexity of omputing ipturn
sequenes?
6 Order Doesn’t Matter
Joss and Shannon showed that any simple polygon P an be transformed into a onvex polygon
by a suÆiently long sequene of ipturns. If we always diret polygon edges so that they form a
ounterlokwise yle, then ipturns do not hange the diretion of any edge. Sine ipturns also
do not hange edge lengths, the nal onvex shape of P is the same for any onvexifying ipturn
sequene. We an easily ompute this shape in O(n log n) time by sorting the edges of P by their
orientation. For s-oriented polygons, this requires only O(n log s) time.
In this setion, we show that the position of the nal onvex polygon is also independent of
the ipturn sequene. To prove this result, it suÆes to show that we an predit the y-oordinate
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of the top edge of the nal onvex polygon's bounding box. The position of the left edge follows
from a symmetri argument, and these two edges determine the polygon's nal position.
We prove our theorem by indution on the number of ipturns.
5
Let P be a non-onvex polygon,
let ab be a lid of some poket in P, and let c be the midpoint of ab. We subdivide the plane into
horizontal strips using the horizontal line ℓ0 through c, the horizontal lines L passing through every
vertex of P, and the reetion L ′ of L aross ℓ0. Number the strips 1, 2, 3, . . . ounting upwards
from ℓ0 and −1,−2,−3, . . . ounting downwards from ℓ0. With this numbering, any strip i is the
reetion of strip −i aross ℓ0. In partiular, strips i and −i have the same width, whih we
denote wi. There are at most 2n + 2 strips altogether.
These strips subdivide the exterior of P into trapezoidal regions. We lassify these trapezoids
into several groups. If a region is unbounded, we all it an outer region ; otherwise, we all it an
inner region. We further lassify outer regions into the innite strips above or below P (inluding
the top and bottom halfplanes), and the semi-innite side regions to the left or right of P. We
also lassify inner regions as up-regions and down-regions as follows. Consider the shortest path
through the exterior of P starting at a point in the interior of some inner region ρ and ending at a
point in some outer region. If the rst segment of this path goes up from the starting point, ρ is
an up-region; otherwise, ρ is a down-region. We emphasize that this lassiation is independent
of the starting point within ρ. We show below that the total height of the up regions is preisely
the distane between the top of the urrent polygon's bounding box and the top of the nal onvex
polygon's bounding box.
For eah i > 0, let ui denote the number of up-regions in strips i and −i, and let xi be the
indiator variable equal to 1 if strip i intersets P and 0 otherwise. See Figure 6.1(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1. Strips defined by a polygon and one of its pockets. Strips 5 and −5 are highlighted. Triangles indicate
up-regions and down-regions. (a) The original polygon P, with u5 = 4 and x5 = 1. (b) The flipturned polygon P
′, with
u ′5 = 4 and x
′
5 = 1.
5
The results in this setion atually hold for a wider lass of pivots alled generalized ipturns. A generalized ip-
turn rotates a hain of edges 180 degrees around the midpoint of its endpoints without introduing self-intersetions.
Generalized ipturns inlude standard, extended, and modied ipturns as speial ases.
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Let P ′ be the result of ipturning the poket ab. This ipturn moves any point on the boundary
of the poket from some strip i to the orresponding strip −i. The strips subdivide the exterior
of P ′ into regions exatly as the exterior of P, and we dene the orresponding variables u ′j and x
′
j
mutatis mutandis. See Figure 6.1(b).
Our ore lemma is the following.
Lemma 6.1. For all i > 0, ui+ xi = u
′
i + x
′
i.
Proof: Fix an index i > 0. We prove the theorem by indution on the number of inner regions
in the ipturned poket. If the poket ontains no inner regions, it must be y-monotone, and we
easily observe that ui = u
′
i and xi = x
′
i.
The inner regions of P have a natural forest struture, dened by onneting eah region to the
next region enountered on a shortest path to innity. The roots of this forest are inner regions
diretly adjaent to outer regions, and its leaves are inner regions adjaent to only one other region.
Let ρ be some leaf region inside poket ab, let ~P = P ∪ ρ, and dene ~ui and ~xi analogously to ui
and xi for this new polygon. Finally, let ~P
′
be the result of ipturning the now-simpler poket ab,
let ρ ′ be the image of ρ under this ipturn (so ~P ′ = P ′ \ ρ ′), and dene ~u ′i and ~x
′
i analogously.
Sine
~P has one less inner region than P, the indutive hypothesis implies that ~ui + ~xi = ~u
′
i + ~x
′
i.
It suÆes to onsider the ase where ρ lies either in strip i or in strip −i, sine otherwise we
have ~ui = ui, ~xi = xi, ~u
′
i = u
′
i, and ~x
′
i = x
′
i, and so there is nothing to prove. Moreover, if ρ is in
strip i, then xi = ~xi = x
′
i = ~x
′
i = 1.
Suppose ρ is an up-region, so ~ui = ui− 1. Some region ~σ
′
of
~P ′ is split into two regions by ρ ′.
If we imagine a ontinuous transformation from
~P ′ to P ′, the trapezoid ρ ′ grows upward from the
bottom edge of ~σ ′. We have four ases to onsider, illustrated in the rst two rows of Figure 6.2.
(The last row shows the orresponding ases when ρ is a down-region.)
Figure 6.2. Cases for the proof of Lemma 6.1. From left to right: ~σ ′ is an up-region, a down-region, a side region, or a
strip. From top to bottom: ~σ ′ alone, split by the flipturned up-region ρ ′, or split by the flipturned down-region ρ ′.
Case 1: ~σ ′ is an up-region. In this ase ρ ′ splits ~σ ′ into two up-regions, so u ′i = ~u
′
i + 1. If ρ is in
strip −i, then ρ ′ is in strip i, so ~x ′i = x
′
i = 1 and xi = ~xi (but these might be either 0 or 1).
Case 2: ~σ ′ is a down-region. In this ase ρ ′ splits ~σ ′ into an up-region and a down-region, so u ′i =
~u ′i + 1. If ρ is in strip −i, then ~x
′
i = x
′
i = 1 and ~xi = xi.
Case 3: ~σ ′ is a side region. In this ase ρ ′ splits ~σ ′ into an up-region and a side region, so u ′i =
~u ′i + 1. If ρ is in strip −i, then ~x
′
i = x
′
i = 1 and ~xi = xi.
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Case 4: ~σ ′ is a strip. Sine ρ is an up-region, ~P ′ must touh the bottom edge of ρ ′, whih means
that ρ ′ must lie above ~P. In this ase ρ ′ splits ~σ ′ into two side regions, so u ′i = ~u
′
i. Sine ρ
′
is in strip i, we have xi = ~xi = ~x
′
i = 0 but x
′
i = 1.
The lemma holds in every ase. Four similar ases arise when ρ is a down-region and ~ui = ui.
In eah ase, we have ~u ′i = u
′
i, ~xi = xi, and ~x
′
i = x
′
i. We omit further details. 
Theorem 6.2. The nal onvexied position of a polygon is independent of the onvexifying ip-
turn sequene and an be determined in O(n) time.
Proof: Let wi denote the vertial width of strip i (and strip −i). Lemma 6.1 implies that
∑
i>0
(ui + xi)wi =
∑
i>0
(u ′i + x
′
i)wi. (1)
Let y^ and y^ ′ denote the y-oordinates of the top of P and P ′, respetively, and let y0 be the
y-oordinate of the lid midpoint c. We easily observe that
∑
i>0
xiwi = y^ − y0 and
∑
i>0
x ′iwi = y^
′ − y0. (2)
Finally, dene U =
∑
i>0uiwi and U =
∑
i>0u
′
iwi. Combining equations (1) and (2), we obtain
the identity U + y^ = U ′ + y^ ′. In other words, the total height of all the up-regions plus the
maximum y-oordinate of the polygon is an invariant preserved by any ipturn.
Let P∗ be the onvex polygon produed by some sequene of ipturns starting from P, and
dene U∗ and y^∗ analogously to U and y^. Obviously, P∗ has no up-regions, so U∗ = 0. Thus, by
indution on the number of ipturns, we have the identity y^∗ = U+ y^. Sine U+ y^ is independent
of the onvexifying ipturn sequene, so is the vertial position of P∗.
We an ompute U in linear time by omputing a horizontal trapezoidal deomposition of P,
using Chazelle's algorithm [6℄ or its reent randomized variant by Amato, Goodrih, and Ramos [2℄,
and then performing a depth-rst searh of its dual graph.
The argument for the horizontal position of P∗ is symmetri. 
7 The Worst Order Is Hard to Find
Theorem 7.1. Computing the longest standard or extended ipturn sequene for a simple polygon
is NP-hard.
Proof: It suÆes to onsider the speial ase of orthogonal polygons. A ipturn sequene for
an orthogonal polygon has length greater than (n − 4)/2 if and only if it ontains an orthogonal
ipturn. Thus, to prove the theorem, we only need to show the NP-hardness of the deision problem
Orthogonal Flipturn: Given an orthogonal polygon, does any ipturn sequene ontain an
orthogonal ipturn? We prove this problem is NP-omplete by a redution from Subset Sum:
Given a set of positive integers A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and another integer T , does any subset of A
sum to T? The redution algorithm is given in Figure 7.1. The algorithm onstruts a polygon
in linear time by walking along its edges in lokwise order, starting and ending at the top of the
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SubsetSum(A, T) 7→ OrthogonalFlipturn:
〈〈Upper steps and inward spikes〉〉
for i← 1 to n/2
South(a2i−1); East(a2i−1); South(1);
West(T + 2n − 4i + 4); South(1); East(T + 2n + 4i − 4)
〈〈Test spike〉〉
South(T + 2); East(1); North(T); East(1); South(T + 1); West(2);
〈〈Lower steps and outward spikes〉〉
for i← 1 to n/2
South(1); East(an−2i+2); South(an−2i+2)
East(T + 4i + 2); South(1); West(T + 4i+ 2);
〈〈Close off the polygon〉〉
Σ←∑ni=1 ai
West(T + Σ + 2n + 2); North(T + Σ+ 2n + 3); East(T + 2n + 2)
Figure 7.1. The algorithm to reduce SubsetSum to Orthogonal Flipturn.
rst step. (The algorithm assumes without loss of generality that n is even.) Figure 7.2 shows an
example of the redution.
The basi struture of the polygon is a stairase, with one square step for eah of the ai, plus
one long step of height T splitting the other steps in half. Just below eah of the upper steps is an
an inward horizontal spike; just above eah of the lower steps is an outward horizontal spike; and
just behind the long step is a vertial test spike of length exatly T . The horizontal spikes all have
length greater than T , and they inrease in length as they get loser to the top and bottom of the
polygon.
At any point during the ipturning proess, the polygon has one main poket ontaining the
test spike and several seondary pokets ontaining one or more smaller steps, eah of whose heights
is some ai. Initially, there is just one seondary poket, of height and width a1. The ith step (i.e.,
the one with height ai) is exposed the (i − 1)th time the main poket is ipturned. No matter
whih ipturns we perform before ipturning the test spike, the vertial distane ∆ between the
top endpoint of the main poket's lid and the top edge of the polygon's bounding box is always
the sum of elements of A. Speially, if we ipturn every step whose size is an element of some
subset B ⊆ A as soon as it beomes available, then just before the test spike is ipped, ∆ is the
sum of the elements of A \B; see Figure 7.2(b). Thus, sine the test spike has length T , ipturning
it an reate an orthogonal poket if and only if some subset of A sums to T . 
Note that the polygon produed by our redution never has more than one orthogonal poket;
the longest ipturn sequene has either (n−4)/2 or (n−2)/2 ipturns. Thus, even approximating
the maximum number of orthogonal ipturns is NP-hard.
Our redution only proves that nding the longest ipturn sequene is weakly NP-hard. In
partiular, it says nothing about lattie polygons in their standard representation as a yle of
unit-length orthogonal segments. We onjeture that for suh polygons, there is a polynomial time
dynami programming algorithm, similar to the O(nT) algorithm for SubsetSum.
Finally, how hard is it to nd the shortest sequene of ipturns that onvexies a given simple
polygon? It seems unlikely that the question \Does every ipturn sequene have an orthogonal
ipturn?" is NP-hard.
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Figure 7.2. The reduction from Subset Sum to Orthogonal Flipturn. (a) Storing the set {a1 , a2 , a3, a4} and the
target sum T . (b) If we flipturn the step of height a3 as soon as possible (flipturn 3) and leave the other steps alone, then
flipturning the test spike (flipturn 6) creates an orthogonal pocket, since a1 + a2 + a4 = T .
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